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Sunday News – March 6, 2022 – Has the last week 

been a bit of a lion?  Storms roaring, snow and ice 

coming down?  Maybe if you were lucky (yes St. 

Patrick’s Day is coming up) you had a week that 

looked more like that of a lamb, full of sunshine and 

calm.  Whichever way, we welcome you to March 

2022.  We hope that you will take the time to add to 

your knowledge base by checking out a few articles 

that we are highlighting this week.  As is our favorite 

tradition, here is our #DadJoke question of the day– 

“What does a grizzly do on a hard day?” You can bear 

down on the answer by reading on – the answer 

roaming around below somewhere… 
 

Today we are going to start off with an article on the 

treatment of pain specifically in patients with 

inflammatory arthritis.  This article provides an 

overview of nonpharmacologic options for the 

treatment of pain in patients with inflammatory 

arthritis, such as peripheral spondyloarthritis, 

psoriatic arthritis, ankylosing spondylitis, and rheumatoid arthritis.  The experience of pain in chronic disease 

is a complex process influenced by multiple domains of health.  The discussion focuses on the establishment 

of a framework for pain control that engages with factors that influence the experience of pain and explores 

the evidence base that supports specific modalities of nonpharmacologic pain control, such as mindfulness, 

cognitive behavioral therapy, exercise, massage, splinting, and heath therapy.  Rheumatoid and 

spondyloarthritides are considered separately.  You can gain access to this research article by visiting 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33781495/  
 

Continuing the theme of pain treatment, here is an article that looks to help the reader understand the true 

roll and benefits of therapeutic vibration in getting your clients out of pain.  Read all about it by clicking on 

this link - https://www.massagemag.com/understand-the-true-role-and-benefits-of-therapeutic-vibration-

in-getting-your-clients-out-of-pain-129797/  
 

Sometimes we have to correct myths that have been purported to be truth. As therapists we always want to 

seek truth, especially in the way we talk to our clients.  So here is a great article that breaks down one huge 

myth out there surrounding lactic acid, and its roll in muscle pain and fatigue. Have a read, maybe you have 

been misinformed before, and this is a great opportunity for correction – find this article entitled Lactic Acid 

does not cause Soreness or Fatigue by clicking here - https://www.painscience.com/microblog/lactic-acid-

does-not-cause-soreness-or-fatigue.html  
 

Speaking of Chronic Pain, here is an article from the NY Times that might be of interest, which asks the 

question Why does Modern Medicine struggles with treating Chronic Pain read their take on this current 

struggle by visiting  - https://www.nytimes.com/2021/11/11/briefing/chronic-pain-modern-medicine.html  
 

Business Tips - Okay, time to move on from pain and provide other helpful insights into ways that you can 

help grow your business.  Here is article that has stories of the successes of 5 massage therapists that are 

earning above average income in the field.  Have a read through and see what you may be able to apply to 

your practice that will increase your earning potential – visit https://www.massagemag.com/5-mts-share-

how-they-earn-an-above-average-income-133044/  
 

Stress often has a bad reputation.  You know the common thinking – stress is something that you need to 

avoid, decrease, eliminate.  Have you heard that a stress-free life is a good life?  You know the ideal – chilled 
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out on a beach somewhere, living in the lap of luxury, pinacolato, or whatever your favorite drink happens 

to be in hand, basking under the sun. Now, if we could insert a sound right here it would have to be the 

sound a record player makes when the needle scratched over the entire record. This article which can be 

linked to below actually suggests that stress is not a bad thing, and takes a look at the way that athletes use 

stress to improve their performance, and draws parallels to positive things that stress can draw into our lives 

as well – check it out https://theconversation.com/athletes-use-stress-to-boost-their-wellbeing-heres-how-

you-can-too-176065  
 

Anatomy Refresher: Here is a great article that covers the Structure and Mechanics of the Ankle – check it 

out here - https://www.massagetoday.com/articles/1599660344765/anatomy-refresher-structure-and-

mechanics-of-the-ankle-  

 

From Rock and Roll star to massage instructor rock star meet Erik Dalton … check out this video - 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dtLpX1vIaOQ 
 

Finally – here is our FOUI article of the week – this article covers off everything that you ever wanted or need 

to know about how to care for a cast iron skillet, from cleaning it to seasoning it, and making it work for you 

on a daily basis - https://www.womenshealthmag.com/food/a38810168/how-to-clean-a-cast-iron-skillet/  
 

Members – have you got accident insurance? You know, the kind that protects you by providing coverage if 

you tumble down the ski hill, or dislocate your shoulder playing hockey, or slice your fingers installing that 

new flooring in your clinic space. If your answer is no, then you really need to check out this member perk!  

Our insurance broker, Dusyk and Barlow has an incredible accident insurance plan that is exclusively available 

to CMMOTA members. Get yourself protected today! For more details about this and other CMMOTA 

membership perks, contact info@cmmota.com.  
 

Not yet a member of CMMOTA?? – there is no better time to start the process of joining our nearly 2000 

members than right now - here is the link to our application page https://app.cmmota.com/apply  and until 

March 31, 2022 if you include the code QUARTERDISCOUNT in the how did you hear about us section of 

the application, new applicants can save 

25% on your 2022 Membership Fees.  
 

Do you have a podcast, blog, article, 

YouTube source that you would be 

interested in potentially having us 

share?  If so, please send a link to 

jeremy@cmmota.com. 

 
 

#DadJoke answer – He’ll 

just grin and bear it! 😊   

Happy March Everyone! 
 

Sunday News Disclaimer - Please be aware that the 

Association (CMMOTA) does not receive any monetary 

compensation for highlighting any articles or news pieces 

which are published as part of the CMMOTA weekly 

Sunday News. Further the views expressed in the articles 

are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect 

or represent the views, values, or mission of the 

Association (CMMOTA). In some cases, our highlighted 

membership perks may have some sort of affiliate 

compensation, which provide monetary or other 

compensation to the Association based on products or 

services sold, and that all such compensation received by 

the Association is used solely for the purposes of the 

Association. 
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